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QUESTION 1

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series.
Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are implementing a Microsoft SQL Server data warehouse with a multi-dimensional data model. 

When testing a pilot version of the data warehouse, business users observe that the number of products in stock is
inaccurate. The number of products in stock always increases and represents the total number of products that have
ever 

been in stock. 

You need to correct the existing model and ensure that it reflects the number of in-stock products. You must not change
the overall structure of the data model. What should you do? 

A. star schema 

B. snowflake schema 

C. conformed dimension 

D. slowly changing dimension (SCD) 

E. fact table 

F. semi-additive measure 

G. non-additive measure 

H. dimension table reference relationship 

Correct Answer: H 

 

QUESTION 2

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. 

The package sources data from an HTML web page that lists product stock levels. You need to implement a data flow
task that reads the product stock levels from the HTML web page. 

Which data flow source should you use? 

A. Raw File source 

B. XML source 

C. Custom source component 

D. Flat File source 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that downloads data from a Windows Azure
SQL Database database. 

A stored procedure will be called in an Execute SQL task by using an ODBC connection. 

This stored procedure has only the @CustomerID parameter of type INT. 

A project parameter named CustID will be mapped to the stored procedure parameter @CustomerID. 

You need to ensure that the value of the CustID parameter is passed to the @CustomerID stored procedure parameter. 

In the Parameter Mapping tab of the Execute SQL task editor, how should you configure the parameter? (To answer,
drag the appropriate option or options to the correct location or locations in the answer area.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may
be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series.
Information and details provided in a question apply only to that question. 

You are developing a Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. The package design consists of the
sources shown in the following diagram: 

Each source contains data that is not sorted. 

You need to combine data from all of the sources into a single dataset. 

Which SSIS Toolbox item should you use? 

A. CDC Control task 

B. CDC Splitter 

C. Union All 

D. XML task 

E. Fuzzy Grouping 

F. Merge 

G. Merge Join 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a series of analytic data models and reports that provide insights into the participation rates for sports at
different schools. Users enter information about sports and 

participants into a client application. The application stores this transactional data in a Microsoft SQL Server database.
A SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package loads the data into the models. 

When users enter data, they do not consistently apply the correct names for the sports. 

The following table shows examples of the data entry issues. 

You need to improve the quality of the data. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/data-quality-services/perform-knowledgediscovery 
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